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Replacement of the clean guard liquid
1. Press the liquid tank cover and the cover bounces.
2. Remove the cover upwards.
3. Unscrew the cap of the clean guard bottle, then screw the liquid filling cap 
    on the clean guard bottle and screw it tightly.
4. Pour the clean guard liquid from the liquid filling mouth.
Note:  Fill 500ml liquid for the first time(1 bottle), fill 250ml(half bottle)after 
           warning of fluid deficiency. 

Note: Clean guard function is optional, depending on the model you choose.
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Remove the protective tape from the 
foam tape on the back of the bracket 2, 
match the holes and fix it to the wall.

Slide the bracket 1 to 
left to fix it on the bracket 2.



Battery box



When seated, short press the On/Off button 
to start dry function.

Lady wash/ Reciprocating wash (seated status)

Butt wash / Reciprocating wash (Seated status)

Short press the button to the function of lady wash. 
It starts with the memory of water temperature, 
tube position and water pressure gear position. 
After cleaning for 90 seconds, it turns to drying 
function for 5 minutes.

Short press the button to the function of butt wash. 
It starts with the memory of water temperature, 
tube position and water pressure gear position. 
After cleaning for 90 seconds, it turns to drying 
function for 5 minutes.

Electricity-off flush function: if there's no 
electricity, short press the On/Off button to 
start flush function with the battery.

5. Side buttons

On/Off/Stop/Dry
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Lady wash / Reciprocating wash



Short press to switch on/off the light.
Long press about 3s to start the adjustment of the 
light brightness, every 0.5s as one gear to increase 
the brightness from the lowest  gear, release the 
button to maintain the current brightness.
Automatic switch on/off function of the light: after 
closing of the lid, the machine will automatically turn 
off the light when there is no operation of the machine 
for 30s. When the machine is operated (including 
remote control, lid open by induction, machine button 
pressed, body seated, etc.), the light will be opened 
automatically.
The light is on by default with the breathing light 
function. (The light automatically switched on and off 
function and breathing light function can be set in the 
APP interface)

When seated, short press [Dry] button to start 
the dry function.
Short press  [Stop] button to stop dry function.
Continuous drying will stop automatically after 
about 5 minutes.
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When seated, short press [Butt wash] or [Lady wash] button to open the cleaning function, 
use the [< >] button to adjust the water pressure.



When seated, short press the [SPA] button to start the SPA function.
    When the SPA function is open, it will copy the last cleaning function and gear position, 
    and also start the strong & weak massage and cool & warm massage function.
    Short press the [SPA] button again to close the strong & weak massage and cool & warm 
    massage function.

Short press the [Stop] button to stop the SPA function.
    After continuous cleaning for about 5 minutes, it will automatically stop cleaning function 
    and turn to the drying function.

Stay more than 10 
seconds after seated, 
then leave.



Search for "SEEWIN" in your Android or Apple app store. For Android, 
you can also use your cell phone browser and scan the QR code beside 
to download.
APP pairing: SEEWIN APP connects to toilet via Bluetooth. 
SEEWIN APP and Bluetooth must be both turned on to establish 
a connection. 

Short press the [Night Light] button on the remote to turn on/off the night light function.

After closing the lid, the ultraviolet lamp will be turned on for about 30s. When the lid is 
open, the ultraviolet lamp function will be turned off.

Press the [Clean Guard] button to start the foaming function.
       When it is on the status of automatic flush, pressing the [Clean Guard] button is invalid.
       During the foaming process, machine beeps every 2 seconds, representing a lack of 
clean guard liquid. Refer to P24 replacement of the clean gurad liquid. 
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(Note: Clean guard function is optional, depending on the model you choose.)



Press (User 1) button or(User 2) button to choose corresponding user's 
personality mode.
-The setting parameters of the chosen user mode will be used automatically.
-In the user mode,the adjustment of the flow,the temperature and the position
by the user will be saved automatically for the later use.
-Remote will exit the personal mode after entering into the standby state for 
some while.

Press and hold the [Setting], and then press the [Clean Guard] button to turn on/off the
automatic foaming mode.
-It will not foam automatically when people leave the seat in the status of function 
off; (The toilet will respond short beep.)
-It will foam automatically 1 minute after leaving the seat in the status of function 
on; (The toilet will respond long beep.)
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